A common theme in the self-organization of multicellular tissues is the use of cell-cell signaling networks to induce morphological changes. We used the modular synNotch juxtacrine signaling platform to engineer artificial genetic programs in which specific cell-cell contacts induced changes in cadherin cell adhesion. Despite their simplicity, these minimal intercellular programs were sufficient to yield assemblies with hallmarks of natural developmental systems: robust self-organization into multi-domain structures, well-choreographed sequential assembly, cell type divergence, symmetry breaking, and the capacity for regeneration upon injury. The ability of these networks to drive complex structure formation illustrates the power of interlinking cell signaling with cell sorting: signal-induced spatial reorganization alters the local signals received by each cell, resulting in iterative cycles of cell fate branching. These results provide insights into the evolution of multi-cellularity and demonstrate the potential to engineer customized self-organizing tissues or materials.

During the development of multicellular organisms, tissues self-organize into the complex architectures essential for proper function. Even with minimal external instructions, cells proliferate, diverge into distinct cell types, and spatially self-organize into complex structures and patterns. Such self-organized structures are radically different from most man-made structures, because they are not assembled from pre-existing parts that are physically linked according to a defined Cartesian blueprint. Rather, these structures emerge through a series of genetically programmed sequential events. To test and better develop our understanding of the principles governing multicellular self-organization, it would be powerful to design synthetic genetic programs that could direct formation of custom multicellular structures (1–7).

Extensive studies of natural developmental programs have implicated many genes that control cell-cell signaling and cell morphology. Despite their molecular diversity, a common theme in these developmental systems is the use of cell-cell signaling interactions to conditionally induce morphological responses (8, 9). Thus, we explored whether simple synthetic circuits in which morphological changes are driven by cell-cell signaling interactions could suffice to generate self-organizing multicellular structures.

A simple toolkit for engineering morphological programs

As a modular platform for engineering new, orthogonal cell-cell signaling networks, we focused on using a synthetic notch (synNotch) receptor system (Fig. 1A). SynNotch receptors contain the core regulatory domain of the juxtacrine signaling receptor Notch, linked to a chimeric extracellular recognition domain (e.g., single-chain antibody) and a chimeric intracellular transcriptional domain (10). When it recognizes its cognate ligand on a neighboring cell, the synNotch receptor undergoes cleavage of the transmembrane region, releasing the intracellular transcriptional domain to enter the nucleus and drive expression of user specified target genes. Thus, we can design synthetic cell-cell communication programs using synNotch circuits. SynNotch receptor-ligand pairs do not crosstalk with native signaling pathways like Notch-Delta, or with one another, as long as they have different recognition and transcriptional domains. Here we used two synNotch receptor/ligand pairs — an anti-CD19 single-chain antibody (scFv) receptor paired with CD19 ligand and an anti-green fluorescent protein [GFP] nanobody receptor paired with surface GFP ligand — as orthogonal cell-cell communication channels.

We created potential developmental programs by linking synNotch signaling to two possible transcriptional outputs: first, expression of specific cadherin molecules (E-, N-, and P-cadherins), which lead to homotypic cell-cell adhesion and differential sorting of cells expressing different classes of adhesion molecules (11–13); and second, expression of new synNotch ligands (Fig. 1A). Morphological sorting driven by cadherin expression can change what cells are next to each other, thus altering what synNotch signals will or will not be...
transmitted. Similarly, expression of new synNotch ligands can also create a subsequent stage of new cell-cell signals. Consequently, both of these outputs can propagate regulatory cascades by generating new signaling interactions between cells in the collective assembly.

We also constructed the synNotch circuits so that they drive expression of different fluorescent proteins, allowing color to indicate "differentiation" into new cell types (Fig. 1B). We expressed these synNotch circuits in mouse L929 fibroblasts, placed the cells in a low adhesion U-bottom well (14) and followed their organization over time by fluorescence microscopy. L929 cells do not self-organize—they normally only form a loose and randomly organized multicellular aggregate. We then tested whether any of the synthetic circuits we constructed from this small set of components could drive higher order self-organization.

**Engineering interacting cells that self-organize into two-layer structure**

We first focused on engineering two cell types that when mixed might communicate with and activate one another to induce the formation of a self-organized structure. We engineered a sender cell that expresses the synNotch ligand CD19 and blue fluorescent protein (BFP) (cell A) and a receiver cell that expresses the cognate anti-CD19 synNotch receptor and its response element (cell B). To induce cell sorting as an output of synNotch signaling, we placed the Ecadherin (Ecad) and GFP genes under the control of the synNotch responsive promoter in the receiver cells (Cell B in Fig. 2A). The circuit is represented by the following scheme:

\[ \text{[Cell A: CD19]} \rightarrow \text{[Cell B: } \alpha \text{CD19 synNotch } \rightarrow \text{Ecad}^{hi} + \text{GFP]} \]

As predicted, when co-cultured with A-type sender cells, B-type receiver cells were activated to express Ecad and GFP (C type cell phenotype). Subsequently, the green (GFP) C-type cells self-sorted to form a tight inner core, resulting in a well-defined two layer structure (Fig. 2B and 2C). Without induction of Ecad, the A and B-type cells remained well-mixed (fig. S1A). When the synNotch signaling was inhibited by the gamma-secretase inhibitor DAPT (2S)-N-[(3,5-Difluorophenyl)acetyl]-L-alanyl-2-phenylglycine 1,1-dimethylethyl ester, which blocks synNotch cleavage and signaling), sorting into two layers did not occur, as the inhibitor blocked the Ecad induction response in B-type cells (fig. S1B).

**Engineering self-organizing three-layer structure using bidirectional signaling cascade**

To create more a complex structure, we added an additional layer of reciprocal cell-cell signaling to the above two-layer circuit (Fig. 2D). We engineered the receiver (B-type) cell so that in addition to inducibly expressing Ecad, it also inducibly produced surface tethered GFP – as a synNotch ligand (GFP$_{hi}$). This modified form of GFP is constructed by fusion with the platelet derived growth factor receptor transmembrane (PDGFR TM) domain (10). Surface tethered GFP served as both a fluorescent reporter of new cell type and a ligand for a secondary synNotch receptor with the cognate anti-GFP nanobody binding domain. In the sender cells, which constitutively express BFP and CD19 ligand, we also expressed the anti-GFP synNotch receptor, which when induced would drive expression of a low amount of Ecadherin (Ecad$_{lo}$) fused with a mCherry reporter for visualization. Thus, the interaction between this pair of cell types can in principle yield a two-step cascade of reciprocal signaling: in the first step, CD19 on Cell A activates anti-CD19 synNotch in Cell B to induce expression of a high level of Ecadherin (Ecad$_{hi}$) and the GFP$_{hi}$. In the second step, the GFP$_{hi}$ on Cell B can reciprocally activate the anti-GFP synNotch receptors in neighboring A-type cells to induce a low level of Ecadherin alongside the mCherry reporter. In this case, the A-type cell starts out as a sender cell, but then later becomes a receiver cell. The circuit is represented by the following scheme:

\[ \text{[Cell A: CD19; } \alpha \text{GFP synNotch]} \rightarrow \text{[Cell B: } \alpha \text{CD19 synNotch } \rightarrow \text{Ecad}^{lo} + \text{GFP}_{hi}] \rightarrow \text{[Cell A: } \alpha \text{GFP synNotch } \rightarrow \text{Ecad}^{lo} + \text{mCherry]} \]

This circuit was predicted to form a three-layer structure – a green internal core (Ecad$_{hi}$ + GFP) with the highest homotypic adhesion, an outer layer of blue cells (no Ecad), and a new population of red (Ecad$_{lo}$ + mCherry) cells at a middle interface layer (Fig. 2E). We first engineered and established cell A and B lines from single cell clones, and confirmed that they showed synNotch-driven expression of high or low amounts of Ecad, and the appropriate marker fluorescent proteins (fig. S2A).

When we co-cultured 200 A-type cells and 40 B-type cells, a three-layer structure was robustly formed, with a development process that required ~20 hours to fully unfold (Fig. 2F, fig. S2B, movie S1). The structure emerged in a stereotypical stepwise fashion – first induction of the green cells, sorting to form an inner core, then, formation of a red middle layer. Here the cascade of cell sorting and reciprocal signaling from the green core cells drives fate branching of the original A-type sender cells into two distinct fates (red and blue). Thus, this program has significant ordering power–first, the program generates an increased number of cell types (two cell genotypes becomes three phenotypic cell types), and, second, the program leads to spatial sorting into three distinct compartments. This change represents a significant decrease in entropy relative to the starting point of a random mixture of two cell types, as shown in the cell lineage map (Fig. 2E).
Many of these features of increased self-ordering observed in this engineered assembly mimic the behavior of natural developmental systems, such as the simple formation of distinct progenitor cell types in early embryogenesis (15, 16).

The observed self-organization could be blocked by disrupting either synNotch signaling or cadherin expression. If we blocked cell-cell signaling with an inhibitor of synNotch signaling (DAPT), we observed no increase in cell types and no cell sorting into distinct layers (Fig. 2G, fig. S3B). If we removed Ecadherin expression from the system (fig. S3A), the assembled cells induced expression of the GFP and mCherry markers, but the different cell types remain randomly mixed (Fig. 2G). Thus, the interlinking of signaling and cell sorting is required for cell fate divergence and spatial ordering.

**Synthetic assembly is robust, reversible, and self-repairing**

To see how reproducibly the synthetic cell-cell signaling program can drive three-layer formation, we followed 28 independent replicate co-cultures starting with 200 A-type cells and 40 B-type cells (Fig. 3A). In most wells (57%), cells formed a single three layer spheroid. In other wells, we observed “twin” multi-core three layer spheroids (21%), or multiple (separate) three layer spheroids in the same well (11%). Thus, the overall three layer architecture of green, red and blue cells, was robustly generated in ~90% of the cultures. A 3-D reconstruction image of three-layer structure is shown in Fig. 3B and movie S1. Three layer formation was robust to variation in the initial number or ratio of starting cells (fig. S2C). Only when we used a low number of starting A-type cells did we begin to see formation of two layer structures (green and red only), because all the A-type cells were converted to Ecadlow cells (number of A cells was limiting).

In many cases, natural self-organized tissues have an ability to regenerate after injury (17). To test how this three-layer structure would respond to injury, we cut the structure into two fragments with a microfluidic guillotine system (18) (movie S2). Immediately after cleavage, the GFP-positive core cells were exposed to the surface, but within 24 hours, the green core cells were re-enveloped by the red layer, regenerating the spherical three layer structure (Fig. 3C). To further test the reversibility of the self-assembled three layer structure, we added the synNotch inhibitor DAPT to preformed structures. The layered structure and distinct cell types were totally disrupted within 3 days of treatment, showing that this dynamically maintained structure can be disassembled by turning off cell-cell signaling (Fig. 3D).

**Single genotype circuit that induces cell fate bifurcation and spatial ordering into two-layer structure.**

We also wanted to explore whether we could program self-organizing structures that could start from a single cell type. Alternative bistable cell fates can be generated from a single starting cell genotype through a mechanism known as lateral inhibition (19). For example, cross-repression between Notch receptor and its ligand in neighboring cells can result in a bistable, checkerboard fate pattern, where individual cells bifurcate into either Notchactive-ligandlow or Notchinactive-ligandhigh states (20, 21). We built an analogous lateral inhibition circuit using synNotch cross-repression in L929 cells (fig. S4B). Each cell encoded both CD19 (ligand) and the anti-CD19 synNotch receptor, but these are antagonistic to each other because the synNotch receptor induces expression of the Tet repressor (TTS), that can repress CD19 expression (controlled by a TetO promoter). Thus if synNotch is stimulated by a neighboring cell with high CD19 expression, then it will repress CD19 ligand expression – forcing cells to choose between either a sender or receiver fate. CD19 and TTS expression were monitored by mCherry and GFP respectively (expressed in linked transcriptional cassettes through a ribosomal skipping porcine teschovirus-1 2A [P2A] sequence). We established multiple clones that bifurcated spontaneously into two populations of mCherry or GFP-positive cells, (fig. S4B; see Materials and Methods for details of how we established lateral inhibition lines). These cell lines consistently re-established the two phenotypic states, even when starting with a pure sorted population of either red or green state (Fig. 4C, fig. S4B).

To produce a spatially-ordered structure from a single cell type, we then functionally combined two different organizational circuit modules—this bifurcating cell fate circuit with the self-organized Ecadherin-driven two-layer circuit (Fig. 2A). To construct such a composite circuit, we expressed Ecadherin from the synNotch driven promoter (in addition to inducing expression of the tet repressor) (Fig. 4A, fig. S5A). The objective was to start with a single cell type, observe self-driven fate bifurcation, followed by self-driven sorting into two layers.

To track how the system developed starting from a single cellular phenotype, we sorted red fate cells (CD19high), placed 100 cells in each well, and followed the development of the spheroid by timelapse microscopy. These cells developed into a spheroid in which the cells first underwent bifurcation into red-green checkerboard pattern, then over the course of hours, formed a two layer structure with green cells inside, and red cells outside (fig. S5B,C). These two layer structures were stable for 100 hours. Addition of the Notch signaling inhibitor DAPT prevented fate bifurcation (fig. S5C). But, after removal of the drug and re-sorting, the cells remained bipotent – they could still bifurcate and reform the two layer structure (Fig. 4D, fig. S5C and movie S3), Thus we can engineer synthetic programs in which a single cell genotype bifurcates and spatially self-organizes into multiple layers.
Programming spherically asymmetric structures by inducing differentially sorting cell adhesion molecules.

Another key feature of natural morphogenesis is symmetry breaking, used repeatedly during development to generate body axes and elaborate an initially uniform ball of cells (22, 23). The structures described above are all spherically symmetric, but we could program asymmetric structure formation with the same signaling cascade circuit by simply changing the adhesion molecules that were expressed.

To build the spherically symmetric three-layer structure described above (Fig. 2D), different subsets of cells were programmed to express different amounts of the same adhesion molecule (Ecadherin), which generates spherically symmetric concentric layers (because Ecad$_{in}$ cells still prefer to interact with Ecad$_{in}$ cells; see relative interaction energies in Fig. 5A). However, if cells express different cadherins that have high homotypic affinity but low heterotypic affinity, they phase-separate into two spatially distinct populations (Fig. 5A). N- (Ncad) and P-cadherin (Pcad) have high homotypic-affinity (Ncad-Ncad and Pcad-Pcad) but low heterotypic affinity (Ncad-Pcad) (24), so we used the combination of Ncad and Pcad expression to try to drive asymmetric sorting and structure formation (Fig. S6).

We introduced Ncad and Pcad as morphological outputs in the basic three-layer circuit. First CD19 synNotch signaling from Cell A induced expression of Ncad and GFP$_{lig}$ in Cell B; second, the induced GFP$_{lig}$ on Cell B reciprocally activated anti-GFP synNotch in the adjacent subpopulation of A Cells, driving Pcad expression (Fig. 5B, fig. S7, movie S4). When we cultured 100 cells of each Cell A and B together we observed a stereotypical developmental sequence: by 13 hours B-type cells expressed both Ncad and GFP$_{lig}$ and by 21 hours, A-type cells adjacent to B-type cells began to express Pcad and mCherry. Because of the resulting self-segregation of the Ncad- and Pcad-expressing cells, the ensemble organized in a non-spherically symmetric 3 layer structure (green, red, and blue), with between 1 to 3 distinct poles of mCherry (Pcad) cells. A-type cells (blue) not activated through their anti-GFP synNotch receptors were associated with the outer surface of these poles.

When we initiated cultures with a smaller number of starting cells (30 cells each of type A and B), the ensemble reproducibly formed a single pole asymmetric structure (a single cluster of red cells, instead of multiple clusters), consistent with many examples of polarized organization, in which smaller starting sizes minimizes the chance of initiation of multiple independent poles (Fig. 5B, fig. S7, movie S4) (25). Thus, we could reliably program systems that would form 3 layer asymmetric or polarized structures.

We designed other circuits that induced alternative types of asymmetric structures with the same Ncad-Pcad output combination, but regulated in different sequential programs.

In the circuit shown in Fig. 5C, Cell A was similar to the above example (it expressed CD19 ligand and anti-GFP synNotch receptor driving expression of BFP), except that it also constitutively expressed Pcad (connected with mCherry via an internal ribosome entry site [IRES] sequence). Cell B was the same as in Fig. 5B (it expressed anti-CD19 synNotch receptor that induced Ncad and GFP$_{lig}$ expression). When cultured together, the Pcad-expressing A Cells (red) immediately formed an adherent aggregate (4 hours), then after 14 hours, Ncad and GFP$_{lig}$ were expressed in B-type cells, leading to the formation of polarized B-type protrusions (green) segregated from the A type cells (red). Finally, at 34 hours, A-type cells at the interface with B-type cells were activated by GFP-synNotch signaling to turn on BFP, resulting in a thin boundary layer of blue cells between the polarized red and green regions (timelapse and 3D reconstruction image shown in fig. S8 and movie S5). Additional types of combinatorial circuits using different cadherin pairs are shown in figs. S9 and S10, movies S6 and S7.

In conclusion, we can build various self-organizing structures that break spherical symmetry by inducing distinct self-segregating adhesion molecules in different subpopulations of cells. Initial conditions with small cell numbers can reproducibly yield structures with a single polar axis. Moreover, we can generate many different 3-layer morphological structures by altering the combinations of adhesion molecules used, and at what stage in the circuit they are expressed (Figs. 5 and 6).

Minimal intercellular communication programs can drive synthetic self-organizing cellular structures

Fig. 6A and table S1 summarize the various self-organizing synthetic structures we programmed with our minimal logic of controlling cell adhesion (cadherin expression) through cell-cell communication (synNotch signaling). The diversity and complexity of structures and the robustness with which they are formed, illustrates the ordering power of even these highly simplified cell-cell signaling programs. In all of these systems, we observed a cyclic sequence of events in which initial cell signaling interactions induced morphological rearrangements, which in turn generated new cell-cell interactions and new morphological refinements (Fig. 6B). Complex structures emerge because these cell-cell signaling cascades drive increasing cell type diversification.

These diverse emergent structures can form, even in the absence of many of the molecular components normally used in natural developmental systems. For example, these circuits do not incorporate diffusible morphogens for cell-cell communication, direct regulation of cell proliferation, death, or motility, or irreversible cell fate commitment (8, 26–29). It is likely that the synthetic platforms used here could be extended to include many of these additional elements to generate even more sophisticated engineered self-organizing...
multicellular structures (30–35).

The observation that even minimal circuits that link cell-cell signaling to adhesion can lead to the formation of defined self-organizing structures may help explain the general principles by which multi-cellular organisms could have evolved. The closest single-cell relatives of metazoans, the choanoflagellates have both primitive cadherin and notch genes (36). The Cadherin genes are thought to have originally functioned to trap prey bacteria in the environment, and may have later been co-opted for cell-cell adhesion (37, 38). In some choanoflagellate species, environmental signals from prey bacteria can induce the formation of multicellular assemblies (39, 40). It seems plausible that cell-to-bacteria adhesion transitioned to cell-cell adhesion, and bacteria-to-cell signaling transitioned to cell-cell signaling. Evolutionarily, these initial regulatory molecules, may have provided the basic components sufficient to initiate the evolution of circuits capable of driving formation of complex multicellular structures.

More generally, these findings suggest that it may be possible to program the formation of synthetic tissues, organs, and other non-native types of dynamic, multi-cellular materials. We may be able to apply tools like synNotch, perhaps enhanced by an even larger toolkit of modular developmental signals, to construct customized self-assembling tissue-like biomaterials of diverse types. These tools and approaches also provide powerful tools to systematically probe and better understand the principles governing self-organization and development.
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Fig. 1. Engineering cell-cell communication networks to program synthetic morphogenesis. (A) Design logic underlying our synthetic morphogenesis circuits—engineered cell-cell signaling is used to drive changes in cell adhesion, differentiation, and production of new cell-cell signals. Importantly, these outputs can subsequently be propagated to generate new cell-cell signaling relationships. (B) Molecular components used for assembly of simple morphological circuits. We used two synNotch ligand-receptor pairs (surface proteins: CD19 and GFP) for cell signaling, three fluorescent proteins as markers of “differentiation”, and several Cadherin molecules (expressed at different levels) as morphological outputs. Engineered circuits are transduced into L929 fibroblast cells, placed in defined numbers in low adhesion U-bottom wells, and screened by microscopy for spatial self-organization.
Fig. 2. Engineering self-organizing multi-layered spheroids. (A-C) Two-layer circuit. (A) A-type sender cell expressing CD19 ligand induces B-type receiver cell to express Ecadherin and GFP. (B) SynNotch cell-cell signals drive receiver cells to express Ecadherin, which leads to their segregation into a central layer. The system starts with two disordered cell genotypes, but organizes to form a structure with two distinct spatial compartments. (C) Images of the spheroid at 1 and 24 hours. See fig. S1 for other data. (D-G) Three-layer circuit. (D) A-type cell can send signals to B-type cell using CD19 ligand, which induces expression of Ecadherin (high expression) and GFP (surface expressed GFP). Induced B-type cell can then send reciprocal signals to A-type cell – GFP serves as ligand to stimulate anti-GFP synNotch receptor expressed in A-type cell. This reciprocal interaction is programmed to drive a low level of Ecadherin and mCherry. (E) Cell fate diagram showing how this program drives a two-step differentiation process in which the A→B synNotch signal first drives conversion of B-type cells to C-type cells that self-adhere and sort to the center of the structure. The sorted C-type cells then present the C→A synNotch signal (driven by GFP) to convert spatially adjacent A-type cells into the middle layer D-type cell (mCherry and low level Ecadherin expression). A-type cells bifurcate into two phenotypes, depending on their spatial proximity to the C-type cells in the core of the structure. Here the system starts with two disordered cell genotypes, but self-organizes into three distinct cell phenotypes, organized into three spatially distinct compartments. (F) Images from the development of the three-layer system 0-20 hours. See fig. S2 and movie S1 for other data and timelapse videos. (G) Formation of the three-layer structure is disrupted if either synNotch signaling is inhibited (using DAPT – a gamma-secretase inhibitor) or if cadherins are not driven as outputs. See fig. S3 for more information.
Fig. 3. Three-layer self-organized structure is robust, reversible and self-repairing. (A) Distribution of structures generated in 28 independent wells (starting with 200 A-type cells and 40 B-type cells. ~90% of the wells showed formation of three layered structures – the majority of these showing one spheroid per well, but others showing either twinned spheroids, or multiple independent three-layer spheroids. Example images of these structural subtypes are shown on the right panels. (B) 3D confocal reconstruction of a three-layer structure cross-section, shown from two views. See movie S1 for full rotational view of the 3D structure. (C) Self-repair of a cleaved three-layer structure. The preformed spheroid was cleaved using a microfluidic guillotine, and the two resulting fragments observed for 25 hours. The frames at 0 hours show the two fragments with dotted line indicating the cleavage plane that exposes the internal core of the spheroid. Images at 25 hours show self-repair of the spherical 3 layer structure. (D) Structure is reversible with treatment with synNotch inhibitor DAPT. Within 3 days the differentiation and spatial organization of cells disappeared. Original A- and B-type cells became randomly organized.
**Fig. 4. Single genotype circuit that induces fate bifurcation and spatial ordering into two-layer structure.** (A) Design of single genotype circuit with lateral inhibition between sender (CD19+) and receiver (antiCD19-synNotch activated) states. The cell encodes both CD19 and anti-CD19 synNotch, but activated synNotch receptor drives expression of tet repressor (tTS), which inhibits CD19 expression. Thus, neighboring cells will drive each other into opposite states indicated by red and green fluorescent markers (fate RED and GREEN). (B) Ecadherin expression driven from the synNotch activated promoter. Starting with a homogeneous population of red cells, they undergo bifurcation into RED fate and Ecad-positive GREEN fate by lateral inhibition, and GREEN fate cells are finally sorted inside to form an inner core. The system starts with a single genotype population, but is expected to organize into two-layer structure. (C) Purification of a homogenous population by sorting for mCherry-high/GFP-low cells. When allowed to cell-cell communication for lateral inhibition, the cells re-bifurcate into two distinct fluorescently labeled populations (bottom). See fig. S4 and Materials and Methods for more information on how the lateral inhibition circuit was constructed and executed. (D) Development of the single genotype two-layer structure. Time frames are shown at 1, 25, and 50 hours, showing initial cell fate bifurcation, followed by formation of a stable two-layer structure. See fig. S5 for more information and movie S3 for timelapse video.
Fig. 5. Programming spherically asymmetric structures by inducing differentially sorting adhesion molecules. (A) Logic of deploying alternative adhesion outputs to generate different spatial structures. In the spherically symmetric structures of Figs. 2 to 4, we used high and low levels of Ecad expression to define different populations of cells. High and Low Ecad populations leads to sorting into concentric shells, because Ecadh cells still prefer to bind Ecadhi cells. In contrast, two cell populations that express either Ncad or Pcad will sort into distinct compartments (non-concentric) because each of these cadherins prefers homotypic self-association compared to heterotypic cross association. (B) Three-layer asymmetric circuit I, with the same architecture as that shown in Fig. 2, except that B-type cells are induced to express Ncad, and A-type cells are induced to express Pcad. In phase II of the development (reciprocal B→A signaling), the A-type cells become red and sort to form between 1-3 external poles (with unactivated A-type cells associate at their periphery). The microscopy timelapse frames shown are using a starting population of 100 cells of each type. If we start with 30 cell of each type (right image) we reproducibly generate single pole structures. See fig. S7 and movie S4 for more information, timelapse videos and 3D structure. (C) Three-layer asymmetric circuit II. Here A-type cell constitutively express Pcad and mCherry, as well as CD19 ligand. B-type cells recognize CD19 with anti-CD19 synNotch receptor, which drives expression of Ncad and GFPlig. In reciprocal signaling, GFPlig drives induction of BFP marker in A-type cells. Here the red A-type cells first form a central core, and the induced green B-type cells form polar protrusions. A third cell type (blue) forms at the boundary between the red core and the green protrusions. See fig. S8 and movie S5 for more information, timelapse video and 3D structure. Information on other structures using different cadherin pairs is shown in figs. S9 and S10, and movies S6 and S7.
Fig. 6. Gallery of different self-organizing multi-cellular structures that can be programmed using simple synNotch → adhesion toolkit. 
(A) Gallery of spatially organized behaviors generated in this work, organized by resulting number of cell types and spatially distinct compartments, and by increasing asymmetry. Each structure is labeled and details of its construction can be found in table S1. Diagrams of several of the different three-layer structures are shown schematically below. (B) These synthetic developmental systems share the common principles in which cascades of cell-cell signaling, linked by morphological responses lead to increasing diversification of cell types. As signaling drives morphological responses and re-organization, new cell-cell interactions arise, driving an increasingly different positional information encountered by each cell in the structure.